


Here at Formby High School we are determined that students follow a broad 
curriculum which encourages the acquisition of a rich general knowledge and deep 
understanding. Our highly skilled teachers deliver lessons that fuel a real thirst for 
knowledge and curiosity to explore content beyond the classroom. 
 
Our new curriculum model promotes a range of key principles to enable the 
learning experience to take shape. This might include the following elements: 

Exploring new 
knowledge 

Referencing 
prior learning 

Making 
connections 
across topics 
and subjects 

Developing skills 
and processes 

Applying new 
skills and 

knowledge 

Speaking with 
increased 

confidence 

Stimulating 
creativity and 

innovation 

Meaningful homework is central to building upon content covered in lessons. This 
booklet will provide a wealth of information and guidance to support your child. 



At Formby High School we are committed to developing students’ confidence and 
resilience so they are able to work independently and take responsibility for their 
own learning.  Learning that takes place outside the classroom should provide 
students with the opportunity to develop their knowledge, skills and 
understanding.  It should consolidate and extend work covered in the classroom or 
prepare students for new experiences.  
 
Full details of our expectations can be explored in our Homework and Independent 
Learning Policy, which is found on our website. 
 

 

Establishing good habits and a positive attitude towards homework can have a 
significant effect on a student’s development across the school. We firmly believe 
in the following important benefits: 
 
• Students develop independence and responsibility 
• Students learn to be resilient 
• Students are keen to take on a challenge 
• Students can take responsibility for their improvement 
• Students can demonstrate integrity 
• Students show an increased confidence to problem solve 
• Students demonstrate pride in the quality and presentation of their work 
 

 
Year 7 and 8 students will receive one piece of meaningful, quality homework for 
every six lessons for each subject.  In doing so, this will ensure that homework is 
distributed fairly according to the amount of curriculum time devoted to each 
subject.  Students will be expected to spend between 45 minutes to one hour 
completing a piece of homework. 
 
 
 English Fortnightly RAVE Every six weeks 

Mathematics Fortnightly Computing Every four weeks 

Science Fortnightly Art / DT / Cook & Nut Once per half term 

History Every three weeks Drama Once per half term 

Geography  Every three weeks Music Once per half term 

Languages Every three weeks 
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Our teachers set a vast range of tasks to enhance the work covered in class. This 
may include any of the following: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Should students wish to complete homework in 
school, there are a number of facilities available 
to them before school, over lunchtime and after 
school. P4 is also open every lunchtime for 
students who would like to use an ICT Suite.  
 
Students can always ask their class teacher, 
teaching assistants or Subject Leaders if they are 
concerned or want clarification. 

Article or essay Creative writing Drama script Media project 

Experiment Investigation Mind map Poetry 

Problem solving Review Songwriting Sketchnotes 

In fact, anything that succeeds in getting your ideas out of your head! 

Extension work 
Reinforcing 
information 

Learning new 
content 

Independent 
research 

Special projects Exam practice Individual practice Revision 



 
Homework is set by teachers with a clear explanation of the task to                                         
be completed. Students are set a realistic due date. There are also                                         
useful ‘Announcements’ and ‘Messaging’ sections for important                                      
messages to students and parents. 

 

We value the support of parents in reinforcing our homework expectations at 
home. Providing a working environment that is fit for purpose is important. We 
would suggest you adopt the following aspects: 
 
• Students should have access to a room that is away from the drama of the rest 

of the family. 
• There should be plenty of natural or good lighting to prevent tiredness. 
• Students should work at a table or desk. 
• Students should have access to all their equipment, including a dictionary, 

computer and internet access. 
• Students should avoid the distraction of mobile phones and social media during 

homework times. 
 

We would also pose the question … is the bedroom the right place for homework? 
 

 

Thank you for your continued support.  
 

We are determined to get our students off to a flying  
start to high school, establishing consistent routines,  
high expectations and a positive mindset. 
 

Should you wish to discuss our approach to homework  
or have any questions, please contact Mr Cook at school. 

Formby High School, Freshfield Road, Formby,  
Merseyside L37 3HW Tel. 01704 873100   
Email: enquiries@formbyhighschool.com 

Website: www.formbyhighschool.com  


